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FORECASTING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT NEEDS  
METHOD NOTE 

Introduction 
1 National planning guidance suggests four alternative approaches to forecast employment 

land needs, based respectively on ‘labour demand’, ‘labour supply’, past take-up, and market 
evidence. This note discussed our methods for implementing the first two approaches.  

2 These ‘labour demand’ and ‘labour supply’ analyses are complex and easily confused. In 
many evidence base studies they are done badly, with no understanding of market 
economics. The result of bad economics leading to bad policy. The main casualty is housing 
policy, as many studies grossly overestimate the housing growth required to support a given 
number of jobs. This is badly counter-productive, because it discourages economic ambition. 

3 Our work does not fall into this trap. Since the new planning system was introduced in 2012, 
Stantec (previously PBA) has been developing an intelligent method to assess employment 
and housing needs on an integrated basis, working with economic forecasters Experian and 
demographers John Hollis and NMSS. We have used the method in many housing need 
assessments, employment land studies, and integrated evidence bases that cover both 
employment and housing. Our findings have been supported by all the Local Plan Inspectors 
who have considered them, most recently in examinations of the Chelmsford Local Plan and 
North Essex Joint Strategic Plan.  

4 This note describes aspects our method, focusing on the assessment of economic needs 
and implications for housing, in line with current national guidance (PPG, February 2019). If 
and when the Guidance is revised, we will update our method accordingly, as we have done 
in the past. The underlying principles are likely to remain the same. 

The PPG 
5 To predict need or demand for employment land, National Planning Practice Guidance 

(PPG) advises that plan-makers use ‘a range of data… such as: 

a) ‘Sectoral and employment forecasts and projections’, which it also calls ‘labour demand’; 
b) ‘Demographically derived assessments of current and future local labour supply’, also 

called ‘labour supply techniques’; 
c) ‘Past take-up of employment land’ 
d) Market evidence sourced from businesses1, property agents and developers 

6 This note sets out our approach to items a) and b). These two method give rise to much 
confusion, because they overlap: 

 In practice, as well as labour demand most economic forecasts and projections also take 
account of labour supply – which in the PPG is covered by method b).  

 
1 Paragraph: 027 Reference ID: 2a-027-20190220 
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 Their assumptions about labour supply are derived both demographically (usually from 
ONS population projections) and from economic data and modelling (on activity rates, 
commuting etc). 

7 In other words, economic forecasts / projections generally do not just predict labour demand 
– the number of jobs employers will want to provide, and will provide if enough workers are 
available to fill them. Rather, the forecasts predict the number of jobs that will be provided 
and filled, taking account of both the jobs employers will want to offer (demand) and the jobs 
that people will be able and willing to fill (supply). Therefore, using economic forecasts / 
projections combines PPG methods a) and b).  

8 But many planning evidence studies do not understand this, partly because the supply side 
tends to be hidden deep inside economic forecasting models. Consequently, much of 
evidence put forward at plan examinations and appeals is misleading. This is damaging, 
especially where the assessment of economic needs spills over into housing needs, 
producing gross overestimates of the housing required to support future job growth.  

Our method 
9 In a narrow literal sense, by using the right economic forecasts we can cover both PPG 

approaches a) and b). because the forecasts take into account both labour demand and 
labour supply. But this would not do justice to intentions of the guidance. As we understand 
it, the approaches set out in the PPG have different objectives: 

a) The ‘labour demand’ approach should produce a market-led answer – the amount of land 
that the market is expected to take up, provided that the planning authority releases it. 

b) The ‘labour supply’ approach should produce a policy-led answer - the amount of 
employment land that would need to be taken up to deliver full employment for the 
expected population of the area. ‘Full employment’ means that labour demand matches 
the capacity of the local labour market: 

- Assuming that housing delivery is in line with the Local Plan requirement or Local 
Housing Need2, there will be enough jobs over the plan period to fully utilise the 
capacity of the local labour market - so unemployment in the area is as low as can 
reasonably be expected, and economic activity rates are as high as can reasonably 
be expected; 

- Still assuming that housing is delivered in line with the plan, the demand for labour 
will not exceed the capacity of the local labour market over the plan period. If demand 
did exceed supply capacity, to meet labour demand would need additional housing, 
over and above the planned amount. 

10 To provide employment land need based on the labour demand approach (method a), we 
use standard local economic forecasts. To provide employment land need based on the 

 
2 Under current guidance, the minimum Local Housing Need (LHN) is the number of new homes calculated though the 
standard method. Local Plans may set a requirement (target) above the LHN, for example to implement local growth 
strategies. Conversely they may set a target below the LHN, if their sustainable development capacity is constrained as 
per para 11B of the Framework. 
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labour supply approach (method b), we use separate modelling, as described below. The 
modelling takes account of commuting across local authority boundaries, as well as the 
population of the subject local authority. It has quite different implications, depending on the 
labour market balance between demand and supply capacity, as discussed below. 

‘Labour supply’ approach: not enough jobs 
11 In some areas, the forecast labour demand falls short of the area’s supply capacity, so that 

the standard economic forecast delivers less than full employment. In other words, the 
forecasts show higher unemployment rates, and lower economic activity rates, than is 
considered normal and desirable. This generally applies to places which are already 
economically challenged and short of jobs. In such places, it may be advisable for the 
development plan to provide employment land over and above the economic forecasts, 
hoping to attract employer demand over and above the forecasts, so the local economy 
moves towards full employment. The purpose of PPG method b) is to estimate the number of 
those additional jobs, and translate it into employment land demand. 

12 To assess the job number required for full employment, we start from a view of the total 
population, showing both total numbers and age-sex profile over the plan period (the profile 
is important because different age and sex groups have very different economic activity 
rates). By default, as mentioned earlier, local economic forecasters use the ONS economic 
projections. But in many areas local authorities will aim to provide many more new homes 
than the official projections imply. This is because they are required to meet the Local 
Housing Need (LHN) calculated through the government’s standard method, which uplifts the 
projections by an affordability adjustment, up to 40%. As the LHN is a minimum, some 
authorities will choose to set higher housing targets, which the PPG encourages them to do. 

13 In these circumstances, our analysis uses in-house demographic modelling (the NMSS 
model) to predict the population that will result from housing delivery in line with the housing 
requirement or assessed need. We then use either the Experian forecasting model or (less 
sophisticated) in-house modelling to estimate the number of jobs required to deliver full 
employment – which means the lowest unemployment rates and highest activity rates that 
can reasonably be expected, given national benchmarks and the history of the area. We then 
translate those jobs into employment land demand, to estimate how much land would be 
required to support a fully employed labour market. 

14 That ‘full-employment’ quantum of employment land may be significantly about the demand-
based need produced by method a. It should not be automatically translated into an 
employment land target, because it may over-estimate the amount of land that will actually 
be taken up, and  But as mentioned earlier the Council may wish to over-provide land against 
the demand-based figure, as part of an economically ambitious strategy aiming to attract 
demand over and above the method a) forecast. The full-employment number should help 
guide the amount of such over-provision. 

‘Labour supply’ approach: not enough homes? 
15 Conversely, in more dynamic local economies, where buoyant demand for labour and land 

pushes against restricted land supply, economic forecasts may show a supply-constrained 
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local labour market. This means that, assuming housing delivery in line with the standard-
method Local Housing Need, the area does not have the capacity to fill all the jobs that 
employers want to provide. In these circumstances, the economic needs assessment spills 
over into housing needs assessment, and bad evidence causes the most damage, as 
mentioned earlier.  

16 Under the previous PPG, plan-makers were required to uplift the housing need calculated 
from demographic projections, to produce a number of dwellings that does result in labour 
supply meeting demand. Under the 2019 PPG this is no longer a requirement. But  
authorities may choose to match housing targets to future jobs, as a matter of policy. For 
those authorities, we provide job-led housing need scenarios, as set out below. 

17 As also discussed earlier, economic forecasts / projections do not predict labour demand 
unconstrained by labour supply. Rather, they provide a view of the future that takes account 
of both expected labour demand and expected labour supply. But many evidence base 
studies ignore this. The studies lazily equate use of economic forecasts with the PPG’s 
method a), labelled ‘labour demand’. To assess whether there will be enough labour supply 
to meet that demand, they use a separate analysis, based on demographic projections, as 
per the PPG’s method b). This analysis typically underestimates labour supply, because it 
does not take account of economic mechanisms that match supply and demand, such as 
changes in economic activity rates.  

18 We call this approach ‘reverse engineering’. It is logically invalid, because it takes results that 
already incorporate a view of labour supply and overlays a further view of labour supply, 
which is inconsistent with the first. 

19 Logical flaws may not matter, if they do not make a significant difference in practice. But in 
this case, reverse engineering does make a large difference. It typically produces a greatly 
inflated view of the population and housing required to support a given number of future jobs. 
Often planning authorities are concerned that, if they plan for economic growth, they will be 
forced also to plan for unsustainable amounts of housing development. The result is that 
planning thwarts economic ambition – quite the contrary of what it should do. 

20 Our in-house method is designed to avoid these pitfalls discussed above. It proceeds in two 
stages, following the sequence in the PPG. 

21 At the first step, in line with the PPG’s method a) we use a forecast of labour demand 
unconstrained by local labour supply3. Some local economic forecasts, such as some 
versions of Cambridge Econometrics, produce this as a standard output. For others, such as 
Experian, it is an unpublished output that we request specially. 

22 At the second step, to provide the PPG’s approach b) we start from the housing requirement 
or assessed housing need, as mentioned earlier. The purpose of the analysis is to determine 
whether a given level of housing development can produce enough labour supply to meet the 

 
3 However, most forecasts still incorporate a view of the national labour force, which may operate as a constraint. This is 
difficult to set aside for technical reasons. In any case it would not be reasonable to set it aside, because the size of the 
country’s labour force depends on factors that planning cannot change, such as births, deaths, immigration policy and 
State Pension ages. 
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forecast labour demand. For this, we first estimate the population by age and sex that will 
result from delivery of the plan’s housing requirement (target), as described earlier. We then 
estimate whether this population will have the capacity to fill the forecast labour demand, 
using either the Experian forecasting model or (less sophisticated) in-house modelling.  

23 In some cases, the analysis may suggest that the forecast population, based on housing 
targets in the Local Plan, will not produce enough capacity to meet labour demand. In our 
experience this is unusual. Where, exceptionally, it does occur, we use the NMMS 
demographic model and economic modelling, either from Experian or in-house to estimate 
the additional housing supply necessary to ensure that the forecast labour demand is met in 
full.  
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	2 1 - PREAMBLE
	3 2 - SPECIFICATION
	4 3 – PRICING SCHEDULE
	5 4 - SUPPORTING INFORMATION
	1 Understanding of the brief
	1.1 Stantec UK Limited (Stantec, formerly Peter Brett Associates) is pleased to respond to the invitation to tender from the Nottingham and Nottinghamshire Councils, for an assessment of business space needs. We have joined forces with two specialist sub-consultants. Neil McDonald Strategic Services (NMSS) will provide demographic analysis and modelling. Aspinall Verdi will be responsible for property market analysis.
	1.2 Planning in England is currently in flux, lacking the stability and certainty that many would like to see.  The standard method that measures housing need has failed to deliver as the Government hoped (although it did achieve a large increase in housebuilding across England) and is to be replaced with a new version – with the proposal currently at consultation ‘not set in stone’. Changes to the Use Classes Order were rushed through in recent weeks without full consultation. If proposals in the White Paper are taken forward, the whole planning system could be replaced with a quite different one. Beyond planning, the Covid-19 pandemic is massively disrupting the economy and housing market. No one can predict the outcome of all these changes.
	1.3 If we are appointed, we will advise you on how best to navigate these uncertain times. We provide the right evidence to support resilient local strategies, which are demonstrably sound (or ‘sustainable’, in the terminology of the White Paper), regardless of how the national context changes:
	1.4 Regardless of future national policy, the major issues that your plans will need to deal with remain the same. 
	1.5 One such issue is the alignment of jobs and housing. In our experience, many evidence base studies greatly overstate numbers new homes needed to support economic growth. This is due partly to bad economics, including the wrong assumption that an increased population will automatically bring more jobs. In reality, lifting labour supply is not enough; job growth will depend on the demand created by employers, and if that demand is deficient more people will be unemployed, economically inactive or forced into long commuting journeys. Another problem is bad demography – not understanding that building more houses will not increase the nation’s population, so any local population growth over and above established trends will be balanced by below-trend growth elsewhere. 
	1.6 We will avoid these pitfalls, providing a realistic assessment of the housing required to match job growth, and positive advice on providing the right quality of employment land, so Nottingham and Nottinghamshire compete successfully for new jobs. For this, we will use tried and tested methods that we developed through many similar studies. Our approach has been supported by all the Inspectors who considered it at Local Plan examinations, and nearly all the Inspectors who considered it at planning appeals.
	1.7 Another urgent issue is the lack of industrial supply in the market; vacancy rates continue to be low, but delivering new industrial property is challenging, due to poor viability.  Depending on location, this may be caused by ‘hope values’, where the market sees a chance that sites may be redeveloped for housing; alternatively market rents may be simply too low to support new development. The study will also address the weak office demand, noting that strategies to promote office development have often been unsuccessful, as businesses intensify the use of existing office stock rather than look for new space. The pandemic has speeded up this ‘spaceless growth’ trend, and may also be shifting demand from the city centre to suburban locations.
	1.8 Finally the study must address the demand for logistics space. Since previous evidence base studies were prepared the Framework and Guidance have been revised, to stress the sector’s important role in the economy and encourage planning authorities to provide the land it needs. In the pandemic demand for warehousing has increased dramatically. Our market analysis will pay particular attention to strategic logistics (large-scale warehousing), recognising that demand tends to be footloose over long distances, and hence provision should be planned strategically across local authority boundaries.

	2 Study method
	Overview
	2.1 We have planned our method in six stages, as set out below. As we hope to demonstrate, three main features set us apart from our competitors. Firstly, we have a more intelligent and more realistic approach to economic forecasting, and particularly the alignment of jobs and housing, as discussed earlier. Secondly, in relation to employment land we give much greater weight to market evidence – which we interrogate forensically to answer specific questions, and use as a major building block in reaching conclusions on development needs. Thirdly, and perhaps most important, we focus relentlessly on answering policy-relevant questions and giving practical policy advice, as opposed to ‘academic’ analysis for its own sake.
	2.2 One of the most challenging areas of evidence is how to balance jobs and homes.  Although much less ‘toxic’ under the new PPG (Standard Method) compared to older guidance this is still an area many objectors still use to undermine plans.  We have worked hard to establish a robust logic for doing this; this is set out in more detail in the attached method note and summarised in our main method below.  
	Stage 0 Inception
	2.3 For the inception meeting with the client group, we would suggest four main agenda items. The first, which would apply to any consultancy project, is for the Steering Group to tell us more about objectives, priorities and policy context, expanding on the study brief. 
	2.4 Secondly, we expect to agree details of the study method and timetable. Especially important will be how we manage risk and uncertainty, especially in relation to future national policy and macroeconomic prospects, and how to deal with new information that may emerge while the study is in progress.
	2.5 Also under the heading of study method, we would like a short discussion on the definition of Functional Economic Market Areas (FEMAs). The existing Inner and Outer FEMAs were defined in earlier evidence base studies mainly on the basis of data from the 2011 Census. As those data have not changed, we see no reason to reconsider or change the definition of FEMAs. At the inception meeting we will ask if any members of the client group think otherwise. If so, we will listen to the views being put forward, and re-examine the evidence accordingly. 
	2.6 As a third agenda item, we will ask the client to share information, including the latest evidence available for each client authority (especially any unpublished drafts), and also contextual information such as infrastructure proposals and economic development strategies.
	2.7 Finally, we would like to table an initial outline (contents page) of the final report, for the Steering Group to consider. This will probably change as findings emerge, but it will be a valuable starting point. It will make clear what the client group expects and needs from us, in more specific detail than the study brief is able to do.
	Stage 1 Property market analysis
	2.8 Analysis of the commercial property market is a critically important part of the study, because economic and demographic forecasts or projections on their own are not enough to assess the need for employment land. 
	2.9 This is because forecasts are only broad approximations, surrounded by uncertainty, and they only provide aggregate numbers, without qualitative detail. To comply with national policy and guidance, an employment land evidence base must provide robust evidence on what space businesses need and what types of development, in what locations, are in demand and viable. Without such evidence, the planning authorities cannot determine the total quantity or qualitative mix of land that Local Plans should provide. Nor will they be able to demonstrate that land allocated for employment use has a reasonable prospect of being taken up for that use, as required by the National Policy Planning Framework (NPPF). 
	2.10 In many employment land studies, market analysis is weak and generalised, providing lists of transactions and reporting property agents’ views, but reaching no specific conclusions relevant to planning policy. This is often because the analysis is collated by (junior?) town planners who are reliant on the goodwill of agents to provide data and market intelligence. Alternatively, where agents are part of the team, they are not well briefed to address the questions that plan-makers are asking, but rather use the same report outline that they use for their usual clients – who are developers or investors, and are asking different questions.
	2.11 Our approach is different. We use an in-house method, or template, which we have used successfully in many earlier studies and try to keep improving. To make sound policies and land allocations for employment uses, the plan-maker needs to understand the occupier demand for additional business space, over and above the existing stock, and how far development to meet that demand is viable. Our analysis is sharply focussed on these questions.
	2.12 In this project, property market analysis will be provided by the property consultancy Aspinall Verdi.  The AV team, led by Stuart Cook, provides the market analysis for almost all the employment land evidence studies that we have prepared.  We choose to use Stuart and his team because they are property surveyors who specialise in evidence and advice to local planning authorities across England. Due to their professional background, they interact successfully with property agents. The national scope of their work, means they are free of local conflicts or bias, and they can place the study area in its national and regional context - including an appreciation of its competitive position against other places.
	2.13 The findings of the property market analysis will feed into the quantitative assessment of employment need, as shown under Stage 2 below. They will also inform our qualitative findings and advice on specific sites, areas and types of property.
	The analysis in detail

	2.14 The property market section of our report will start with an overview of the study area, followed by more detailed sub-sections on each local authority area. Within each sub-section, and for each type of property (general industrial, strategic distribution, offices), the analysis will cover:
	2.15 Profile
	2.16 Property demand
	2.17 Property supply and market balance
	2.18 Conclusions
	2.19 As mentioned earlier, in the property market analysis we will consider separately:
	2.20 In a post-social distancing world, the demand for office space is likely to be lower than before, and also its geography may change, as businesses look to decentralise from London to the regions and from city centres to more peripheral locations. In the industrial / warehouse sector, Covid is resulting in additional demand for space, both to support online retail and to make, store and distribute personal protective equipment, medical supplies and the like. In relation to online retail, this effect is likely to be durable, as the pandemic has accelerated an existing trend.
	2.21 As part of the analysis of each local authority area, Aspinall Verdi will also provide a light-touch assessment of the main employment sites. This is discussed separately in Stage 4 below.
	Stage 2 The quantum of employment land 
	2.22 The PPG advises that plan-makers should use four approaches to predict employment land needs.
	2.23 The use of market intelligence has been discussed in the last section. Below, we show how we will apply the other three approaches, and then how we will use all four to reach conclusions.
	Labour demand

	2.24 As our baseline scenario we use local economic forecasts from Experian, to which we are subscribers. We also have a long-established working relationship with Experian, as part of which we have developed specialist methods on the alignment of jobs and housing.
	2.25 We choose to work with Experian because we find that their forecasts are credible, their methods and assumptions are transparent, and their model has the capability to test alternative assumptions. The other suppliers of local economic forecasts do not necessarily pass these tests. We also subscribe to the Experian economics service which provides us with the most recent forecast and access to the in house economists.  
	2.26 If the client group prefer another forecast, we will be happy to add it, as a sensitivity test or variant. Alternatively, if the client group considers this useful, we will consider a variant forecast in which job growth is boosted by transformational projects, in particular at Toton, Chetwynd and Radcliffe on Soar Power Station.
	2.27 In our baseline scenario we will start from the latest release of the standard Experian forecast – which does take account of both Covid-19 (where it expects a roughly V-shaped recovery, followed by a return to long-term trends) and Brexit (assuming an orderly withdrawal). 
	2.28 Among other things, the Experian standard forecast assumes that the population of each local authority area will change in line with the official demographic projections. But in practice population growth may be much greater, if housing is delivered in line with standard-method housing needs, which are based on the demographic projections plus an affordability adjustment.
	2.29 Therefore, we provide a variant economic forecast for the study area based on each Council’s adopted or emerging housing need or housing target (requirement). For this, we will identify the population (by age and sex) that will result from housing delivery in line with each area’s minimum housing need or housing requirement (plan target). We will then use the Experian model to predict the number of jobs that would result from this policy-led population growth. 
	2.30 The result of this stage will be a forecast of jobs by local authority area and economic sector over the plan period. To translate the forecasts into demand for employment land, we will use our established in-house method, in which:
	Labour supply

	2.31 The purpose of this stage is to assess if the forecast labour demand will match the capacity of the resident labour force (labour supply), assuming housing development in line with current policy. If labour demand falls short of that supply capacity, unemployment will rise above acceptable norms, economic activity will fall below acceptable norms, and / or residents will be forced to travel too far to work. If demand exceeds supply, economic growth will be constrained by lack of labour, unless housing delivery rises above current targets, leading to higher population.
	2.32 For this assessment, again we will use the Experian forecast. As well as labour demand, the forecast estimates whether the local resident population has the capacity to fill that demand, or alternatively whether job growth over the plan period will be constrained by a shortage of labour. The model takes account of commuting across local authority boundaries, as well as the resident labour supply capacity in the subject local authorities and neighbouring areas linked to them by commuting flows. It flexes commuting, as well as economic activity rates, unemployment and double-jobbing to match demand and supply, as happens in the real-life economy.
	2.33 If the forecasting suggests that there will not be enough jobs to keep the labour force at or near full employment, we will consider what could be done to increase the demand for labour, both by improving employment land supply and policy intervention beyond land-use planning. Conversely, if it suggests that labour supply will fall short of demand, we will use the use the NMMS demographic model and Experian economic model in combination to estimate the additional in-migration needed to ensure that the forecast labour demand is met in full, and advise on the implications for housing policy. In our opinion such labour shortage is unlikely.
	2.34 We have allowed Experian £5,000 of the available budget to allow them to provide additional support over and above that available in our normal subscription.  In other projects we have used this to fully re-run the model with an alternative population if the demographic work finds that this is justified because the population size or profile in the area means we cannot rely on a unadjusted forecast.  
	Past take-up 

	2.35 For the analysis of past take-up (quantum of development), we will use local authorities’ monitoring data. Because the study area covers so many local authorities, we will issue a simple proforma, to ensure that we capture the data on a consistent basis across the study area.  
	2.36 The data will be broken down by type of employment space. Because we like to understand more of the market drivers of past take up, it needs to be split into categories more detailed than land-use classes, for example to identify offices and light industrial separately within the E class, and strategic warehousing from small / medium units. We do appreciate that the Government may move in the opposite direction, merging use classes for greater flexibility. But for present purposes we need a fine-grained analysis of employment space.
	2.37 For this study we need to know net land take-up, or net development, which is the difference between new employment floorspace developed and existing employment floorspace lost, for example when industrial areas are redeveloped for other uses. Councils often find this difficult to measure, because they struggle to record losses of space, partly because industrial buildings are often demolished before planning permission is sought for new uses. Where losses are not recorded, monitoring data are misleading. This error may explain why some past studies, underestimated employment land need, as they took no account of losses that should be compensated by allocating new industrial sites. 
	2.38 To avoid this issue in the present study, we will suggest that Councils check their data against floorspace statistics from the Valuation Office Agency, which measures net change.
	Concluding on employment land need

	2.39 To arrive at a preferred demand scenario, we will bring together the forecasting described above with the market analysis in Stage 2. The analysis of past take-up will serve as a crude reality check, and the market analysis as a more sophisticated reality check, helping us determine which scenarios are realistically deliverable. 
	2.40 As well as the preferred scenario, if the client group would like we will provide ‘upside’ and ‘downside’ alternatives, to ‘bookend’ the range of outcomes that could reasonably be expected. This range will be kept reasonably narrow, and we will give considered, evidence-based advice on how the figures should be used in plan-making – for example if policy should be based on ‘best-case’ or worst-case’ view of the future. 
	2.41 Each demand scenario will show the expected net take-up of development land over the study period, by type of employment use and by local authority area and sub-area. In addition to that take-up, we will advise on whether authorities should provide supply buffers for competition, flexibility and choice, and also an allowance for future losses of existing employment land. There is no one correct formula for these allowances; we will advise the client group on a robust approach reflecting best practice and market evidence.  In our recent work for West Berkshire, agents noted that PDR losses were now petering out, because the easy wins (for housing) had already been used up. Also mathematically the rate of recent losses could not be sustained – there was simply not enough stock in the market to project forward these losses.  But in other markets, dependent on the quality of the stock, this may not be the case.  
	2.42 It may be that these are local matters for the various Local Plans, because whether or not to allow for future losses is a policy choice for each Council and partly dependent on their future strategies.  Also, it will be dependent on the qualitative nature of their stock.  We are unlikely to see the true impact of the latest round of potential PDR changes in the life of this study.  A working assumption, subject to testing and discussion, is that further losses of office stock may help the market return to viability, as in recent years office development has been unviable in many places.  There are signs that this was changing pre-Covid-19 as the market was adjusting. We will explore this as part of our market commentary.    
	2.43 Finally, we will compare the assessed need with each authority’s supply pipeline, covering both committed gains of new employment space and committed losses of existing employment space, where industrial sites for example are redeveloped for other uses. The analysis will show where authorities need to identify new land for employment space. The necessary supply data will be taken from council monitoring. But we will not collate supply from raw monitoring data, because the cost would be prohibitive. Rather, as with past take-up, we will issue a proforma for each council to complete.
	Stage 3 Strategic logistics
	2.44 As noted above, the PPG and NPPF have been redrafted to reflect the fact that planning policy and evidence have not adequately addressed the needs of the logistics industry.  The new PPG requires much more market facing evidence and less reliance on data and statistics.  
	2.45 Accordingly our report will include a section on logistics, combining property market intelligence and other analyses to look at the specific needs of the sector. We will focus on strategic logistics (large-scale warehouses, over 9,000 sq m), because the market for non-strategic warehousing is more similar to the general industrial market.
	2.46 Our property market analysis will look at strategic logistics in detail, including consulting with operators and developers, as required by the revised PPG. To provide a broad quantitative assessment of future demand, we will combine this with analysis  of economic forecasts and past take-up. In the take-up data we will identify strategic warehousing as a separate category, using bespoke data obtained on request from the Valuation Office Agency, which shows the property stock by size band.
	2.47 For strategic warehousing, past development is not a reliable measure of demand, because demand is footloose over long distances, so the precise location of development depends on where land is made available. Because occupiers are footloose across local authority boundaries, it is impossible to quantify demand for individual local authority areas. But for the study area as a whole, we will be able to provide a reasonable view of minimum demand, based on past take-up supplemented by market intelligence. Based on an overview of the larger regional market, we might also find that the study area can attract regional demand in addition to that minimum, if it offers the right sites. 
	2.48 Finally, we will provide an overview of potential land supply for strategic distribution. For this, we will first set out the attributes a new, successful strategic warehousing site will need in terms of size, access, broad location and layout. We will then identify sites and broad locations that are likely to offer these attributes. Further, we will consult the Highways Agency to identify transport constraints that may restrict development at those locations.
	2.49 Based on the above analysis, Councils in the study area will be able to demonstrate that they have made a realistic assessment of the demand for strategic warehousing, and proactively identified opportunities for meeting that demand, as required by the 2019 Framework and Guidance.
	Stage 4 Site assessment
	2.50 The study brief identifies 130 strategic sites that should be assessed as part of the study. Within the budget provided, it is not realistically possible to provide this assessment to a good enough standard.
	2.51 By way of illustration, if a relatively junior consultant charged at £65 per hour spent three hours working on each site, the assessment would cost just over £25,000 – more than half the budget for the whole study. In practice, a reliable site assessment would need greater time inputs, including from more senior people. To fit within the budget we would have to provide low-quality assessments, without the benefit of site visits. Judging from our experience, this would put Councils in a very weak position when challenged by objectors or appellants.
	2.52 As an alternative approach, and subject to discussion with the client group, we would propose to provide a light-touch site assessment as part of the property market analysis. This would advise on the major sites in each local authority area. It would identify the market potential for new development, and also where existing sites no longer meet market requirements and might be considered for other uses. We would also provide an assessment proforma, or template, for the Councils to make formal site assessments.
	Stage 5 Stakeholder engagement
	2.53 In a study of this kind it is essential to engage with business representatives, the property industry and public sector stakeholders. Such engagement is required by national guidance, adds vital insights to the study, and lends authority to its findings.
	2.54 We propose to hold a stakeholder event towards the end of the study, to test and expand our emerging findings. The event will be preceded by a meeting with the client group, where the group discusses our emerging findings and agrees the material to be presented to stakeholders. Invitations will go to the groups listed at para 2.33 of the study brief. The agenda will focus on market evidence and the qualitative assessments of major sites (in our experience participants have little interest in statistics and forecasts). Depending on the course of the pandemic, the event will likely be held online.
	Stage 6 Conclusions and reporting
	2.55 The report of the study will provide evidence and advice on all the points listed at para 2.32 of the study brief. It will be concise, written in plain English and generously illustrated with charts, maps and images. Once the main text has been agreed we will provide and executive summary of about five pages, accessible to non-specialist readers.
	2.56 We will initially provide the report in draft and present it to the client group. We will then amend the draft in the light of comments received, to provide the final report.

	3 Project Plan
	3.1 The project stages and key project milestones (deliverables) and client meetings are timetabled in the project plan set out below.
	Project Stages
	3.2 The overall programme is 16 weeks to comply with client timescales, and is very reasonable.  The first five work stages are undertaken in the first two months of the project (Oct-Nov). Much depends on data provision from the client, and the timetable is on the proviso that at the inception meeting or shortly afterwards we are able to obtain all the data requirements (specified in section 5 below).  We will send an expanded list of data requirements in advance of the kick-off meeting.  
	3.3 There is considerable overlap between the 5 stages as they are not on a critical path, and can therefore broadly be undertaken independently and in parallel of one another, albeit they come together at the end of Stage 2 where we synthesis the data from each stage to calculate the quantum of additional land needed to meet identified demand.  
	3.4 The site assessment stage (stage 4) includes time to set up the proforma and guidance to allow the Councils to undertake the site specific assessments that are beyond what we can achieve within the budget cap for this study.
	3.5 The stakeholder event will take place towards the end of work Stages 1-5, which to maximise attendance will need to be very early December to avoid the festive season.  An extra week is programmed following the session for write up and completion of Stages 1-5.
	3.6 The drafting of the report starts as a background task around week 11, and completing in three weeks.  Towards the end of the week following delivery of the draft (week 14 – which happens to be the New Year week) we will programme a meeting to present the draft findings to the Client Group at a suitable point between draft and final report.   The timing of the finalised report is programmed for three weeks after the draft has been submitted, but this timing will be dependent on the outcome of the presentation / discussion and any further time the Councils need to review the draft.  
	Milestones
	3.7 The key milestone (deliverables) dates for report production set out in the brief are adhered to in our programme.  As mentioned above the timetable for report production runs through the festive season, which may impact on Council time and resources to respond to the draft report. However, there should be scope to make up any time lost over Christmas/New Year in the first half of January. 
	Meetings and presentation
	3.8 The Project Manager (Andrew Lynch) will maintain day-to-day contact and provide client updates on a regular basis in written and/or verbal format as required.  
	3.9 Prior to the stakeholder event in week nine we shall hold a progress meeting a few days before to report on progress and to table the findings from work stages 1-5.  This will be in a powerpoint presentation format in readiness for the Stakeholder event later that week.
	3.10 We also have programmed a presentation to the Client Group after the draft report has been prepared and before the report has been finalised, to allow comment and ensure the Group both understand and agree with the report’s findings/recommendations.    
	3.11 We note the brief asks for a presentation of findings from the final report to the JPAB, and we shall be happy to do this following report signoff.
	3.12 Below we set out the work stages and the team / personnel that will undertake the work and the time inputs and costs.  This tallies with the data provided on page 6 above.

	4 Examples of previous work
	4.1 The most relevant, and recent project examples are studies undertaken for four Councils in the East Midlands.
	North West Leicestershire DC - The Need for Employment Land, 2019 (ongoing) 

	4.2 Directed by Cristina working with Andrew and Stuart from Aspinall Verdi, the study assesses the District’s need for employment land over the next 15 years. The study focuses on the need for new office, industrial and non-strategic warehousing land.  The District has experienced very rapid growth in strategic warehousing provision in recent years, associated with access to the motorway network and the East Midlands Airport. The conundrum facing the Council is how to provide land to meet local need and facilitate opportunity for local business/employment in the face of such high demand for strategic warehousing land. The demand workstream projected past trends as usual, but also uses an innovative approach to forecast industrial and warehousing floorspace change using productivity (GVA) rather than jobs. The study paused while a separate County commissioned strategic warehousing study caught up, and has recently recommenced and will complete soon.  
	Charnwood BC – Employment Land Review, 2018

	4.3 A study undertaken by Stantec and AV that tested a Leicestershire-wide HEDNA study that set the broad need context for the Borough, but needed a ‘bottom up’ review to ensure it reflected past and future trends in the various employment markets.  The outcomes primarily focused on the industrial supply that had reduced to a point where sites can no longer be lost without damaging economic consequences. Published report: Charnwood ELR
	Corby BC - Economic Development Needs Assessment, 2017

	4.4 Cristina, Andrew and Stuart prepared a property market assessment, site appraisal and general advice as part of the Corby employment land review. The study as a whole is part of the evidence base that will inform the emerging Part 2 Local Plan. The Borough has a very large portfolio of employment land, much of it affected by contamination and other constraints, will need many new jobs over the plan period to employ its fast-growing population. We identified the sites with the greatest market potential, and advised on a strategy to bring them forward. As land remediation and new infrastructure will be required to unlock some of the sites, the study supported the case for public sector investment. Published report: Corby ELR
	Daventry BC - Economic Development Needs Assessment, 2017

	4.5 Cristina, Andrew and Stuart worked together on this study to identify demand for office and small/medium industrial and warehousing to serve a local need.  Strategic industrial, warehousing needs have, and continue to be provided for by DIRFT, and the study disaggregates the demand and land supply needed for local need from that for strategic supply. Published report: Daventry Emplt Land
	Partnership for South Hampshire, Employment, Economic and Commercial Needs - a current project

	4.6 A study for the ten PfSH Authorities that has just commenced and involves Richard, Cristina, Andrew and Rob and Neil McDonald from NMSS. It is very similar in scope to your study.  The PfSH study will assess employment needs in line with the Framework and Guidance overall (critically strategic warehousing) and at District level.  There are some major infrastructure changes planned in the area such as a Freeport and plans for the Airport that will have a bearing on what type of employment land will be needed in the future and where that need will best be met. Working with local agent Vail Williams, specialists in ports, we are assessing the quantitative and qualitative demand for employment space across South Hampshire.
	Winchester CC, Employment Needs Assessment, 2020

	4.7 A District-wide Employment Land study for Winchester City Council, the focus of which was to identify the type, amount and location of land needed for new B class employment uses to meet the need in the District to 2036. Richard was the Project Director working with Andrew and Stuart from AV.  Our review of past take-up shows that the bulk of the recent industrial and office development has come forward in the District’s South Hampshire sub-market, indeed more than the rest of the District put together.  Our socio-economic analysis (using MSOA and IDBR data) shows how the labour supply for the businesses in developments in the South Hampshire sub-market such as Solent Business Park, are in large part in-commuters, drawn from the neighbouring Local Authority areas. Our market assessment indicates future market demand in that highly accessible area is likely to remain strong, which may have cross-boundary implications in the wider functional economy of the South Hampshire urban area. Our recommendations reflected these findings. Published report: WCC ELS Apr20
	Basingstoke and Deane –employment (and housing) evidence, 2015 -2019 

	4.8 We have been assisting B&D with their housing and employment evidence since 2015.  Initially Cristina working with Neil assisted the Council at the EiP to repair the housing evidence that had been prepared by a rival consultancy.  Our support helped to ensure a sound Plan.
	4.9 Following the adoption of the Plan in 2016 and commencement of a Local Plan Update, we were commissioned in 2017 to prepare an Economic Needs Assessment to support this review.  Richard was the Project Director working again with Andrew, who project managed the study, with Cristina having an advisory oversight role. 
	4.10 A key aspect of this study was how to ensure that the very healthy industrial employment base in the Borough could avoid losses to the high demand for sub-regional warehousing and logistics space that is able to pay ‘top dollar’.  The study balanced these issues by recommending that the B class use should be applied flexibly, but as more land was needed to reduce the pressure on existing B1c/B2 sites a call for sites was needed.  Published report: B&D ENA
	4.11 In 2019 our work with B&D returned to housing matters when with Neil we reviewed the official demographic data to investigate the reliability of the official projections, and to consider whether there were exceptional circumstances to justify departure from the new standard method for estimating housing needs. The study compared the adopted Plan’s housing need that was based on OAN with that from the new Standard Method, which produces a higher figure, but with a great deal of uncertainty, and in respect of which the study presented a number of scenarios.  
	Western Berkshire Councils – Employment Land Needs studies, 2018-20

	4.12 In 2018 Stantec (Richard, Cristina and Andrew) along with Neil McDonald and a specialist property market consultancy Aspinall Verdi were commissioned firstly by RB Windsor and Maidenhead, and then jointly by Bracknell Forest, Wokingham and West Berkshire to undertake a critique of a county-wide HEDNA/EDNA prepared by a rival consultancy that the Councils’ had substantial concerns with. Then we aligned the need for jobs with the Standard Method housing number to produce new employment land requirements that were ‘sense tested’ against local VoA and IDBR data.  The previous work by our competitor had not considered the fact the Councils were all looking towards a 40% uplift in housing need compared to baseline projections.  Their HENDA had promoted almost no market signal (or economic uplift) on demographic need despite Berkshire being one of the most ‘overheated’ economies in the country, a clearly untenable position.  
	4.13 We started from a baseline Experian forecast and Neil developed an alternative Framework compliant population profile based on the Standard Method that was used to recalibrate an Experian based job forecast.
	4.14 Another innovative aspect to this study was Stantec’s use of IDBR data to look in detail at how job numbers at economic sector level ‘map’ across to jobs by land use class and space.  One market feature that was very evident was that our competitor’s work had hugely over-estimated the number of jobs in warehouses, leading to very large B8 land requirements. However, this failed the Councils’ common-sense test, and we showed that because the cost of land was so high in the Thames Valley, firms we would expect to occupy warehouses did not, and instead the jobs were in headquarter offices or R&D.  The report for Bracknell Forest is here: Bracknell Forest ELN 2020
	4.15 In a further commission for Wokingham in 2019 Neil and Cristina investigated whether there are major inaccuracies in the 2014 and 2016-based official household projections for the Borough.  We are also currently finalising an ELR for West Berks Council.
	4.16 We are also recently completed an ELR study for West Berkshire.
	London Borough of Richmond upon Thames 

	4.17 We have a long track record working with Richmond – including providing the evidence to underpin their recently adopted local plan.  Prior to that we supported their previous plan and also provided the evidence for their numerous A4Ds – looking at the impact of PDR rights on their stock of property.   
	4.18 The main issue, as is likely to be the case here, is that the Borough has insufficient stock of land to meet business needs.  This means that seemly poorer quality sites, but fit for purpose, need to be protected because there is no alternative supply.   We reviewed past trend data and economic forecasts from both the GLA and Experian, and identified strong demand for both office and industrial space, fuelled by continued strong job growth.  The report on demand is here: LBRuT Empt Pt1
	4.19 The study also involved a review of the Richmond commercial property market in the sub-regional context, and then a review of the existing employment sites and future potential supply to establish if the provision was fit for purpose and sufficient to meet forecast demand. We used our tried and tested site assessment proforma for this work, and a mix of desk-based research and site visits. The report on supply is available here: LBRuT Empt Pt2
	4.20 Our study recommended strengthening the Borough’s employment land retention policy to resist further industrial losses, and this the Council did.  We undertook an expert witness role at the Examination.  Our policies and site allocation recommendations were found ‘sound’ by their inspector.  
	London Borough of Hounslow

	4.21 Jointly with Aspinall Verdi we prepared an ELR in 2016 to support Hounslow’s two emerging area based Local Plan Reviews.  We have recently (2020) provided an ELR update to ensure that the Submission Plans reflect the latest data. 
	4.22 Hounslow is different from Richmond in that it has a larger starting stock of property, but also a supply of possible new land.  This new land is controversial because it is protected (GB/MOL) but in very strong demand given the Heathrow logistics sector.  
	4.23 Our reports, including our 2020 report, looks explicitly at intensification.  We found that the market was already intensifying employment sites unaided, but not delivering mixed-use development because this was not viable to co-locate residential with the larger Heathrow logistics units.  We also highlighted a risk that the intensification was sometimes focused on simply replacing the number of jobs on site and not replacing or protecting the activity.   
	4.24 The ELR forecast substantial jobs growth, particularly logistics and distribution largely associated with Heathrow, and also media/IT/comms, jobs in large part linked to Sky’s HQ and Chiswick. The findings aligned with the substantial jobs growth forecast for Hounslow in the London Plan.  We also considered a Heathrow third runway growth scenario that showed substantially higher demand. Published report: LB Hounslow ELR
	Doncaster MBC - Economic forecast and housing needs assessment, 2018 

	4.25 For this work Cristina, Andrew working with Neil took the ambitious Sheffield City Region policy-led economic growth scenario, translated this into jobs then into a requirement for employment land and ultimately housing and labour supply.  
	4.26 Here the SCR job change scenario was very ambitious and double the baseline growth forecast.  To estimate how much land was needed to meet this aspiration we identified the sectors that were most likely to drive that upturn in delivery – particularly advanced manufacturing, linked to infrastructure (airport and motorway access) improvements and constrained land supply elsewhere in the City Region. 
	4.27 This study did not look at affordable housing need, but Neil McDonald calculated the demand for housing flowing from the higher scenario using a similar approach to the method we propose to use here.  Published report: Doncaster MBC Eco Forecast & Housing Needs
	Northumberland CC – Housing and economic growth options, 2018

	4.28 A very similar study to the Doncaster work, providing an integrated view of housing and economic needs in 2018: Northumberland CC HousingEconomicGrowthOptions2018
	Redcar and Cleveland– Housing related evidence and advice, 2016 onwards

	4.29 The first study prepared by Cristina and Andrew was to identify the OAN for the Borough, and there followed a number of additional studies to support the Council through EiP and also at a number of S78 inquiries to defend the Council’s housing number.  This Plan and evidence was found sound in 2019.  As regards our evidence their Inspector concluded:
	Tees Valley Combined Authority – Office & Industrial Workspace Availability Study, 2019 

	4.30 This work, was similar to the studies referred to above, and involved Cristina and Andrew working with Stuart, projecting different economic growth scenarios in line with the SEP.  Again, the first step was to translate the broad SEP growth targets into economic sectors, which in this case we did through a bespoke scenario generated by Experian.  We then translated this land use classes for both baseline and SEP scenario before finally quantifying this change in terms of floorspace and land.
	Bridgend, Employment Land Review, 2019

	4.31 This study identified a modest need for future employment land across the Borough in excess of the existing available supply, which meant that we were able to recommend a number of sites within the existing land supply for release or repurposing for other uses. 
	Bradford Metropolitan District, Employment Land Review, 2019 ongoing

	4.32 A current study to identify future need for employment land in a District with relatively low demand, but a large amount of former industrial land, but very little suitable or viable for reuse because of a lack of market demand or severe contamination. The search for new sites for employment uses in areas of market demand is inhibited by wide-spread contamination and topographical issues. 
	Swale Council, Employment Land Review, 2017-18

	4.33 Swale has experienced significant take-up of land for logistics and distribution activity in recent years, to serve not only a growing local demand but contributing to London’s expanding need.  But the large land requirements for B8 activities has constrained the options and opportunities for manufacturing and other industrial activity that are critical to the local economy.  The economic forecasts point to continued high B8 demand over the next Plan period, and our response working with the Council was to identify a number of targeted areas of search suitable for employment use in a Borough severely constrained by environmental designations.
	LB Tower Hamlets Employment Land Policies, 2016-19

	4.34 An ELR for this inner London Borough. The future of large floorplate office demand and the growth in hybrid flexible workspace were major issues for this study. A more flexible approach to the office land stock was an outcome, as was the need to retain industrial space in the interests of an efficient and fully functioning City economy.  This study was followed by a review of the Office Location boundaries and a study to support the Council’s approach to affordable workspace. The Inspector commented about the comprehensive nature of the employment evidence and the Local Plan was recently adopted.
	LB Newham, Employment Land Review, 2017

	4.35 Newham still has large swathes of industrial land, much of it used or formerly associated with heavy industrial processes. The study’s focus was how to plan for the release of substantial surplus industrial land without constraining future economic growth and in a planned way that consolidated the remaining industrial areas.  We achieved this through recommending buffer areas/uses that provided a transition between the heavy uses and new residential areas that take up the former industrial land. The Plan was found sound and adopted in 2018.

	5 Support required from the Councils 
	5.1 The support required from the Councils will be mostly to provide data as quickly and as comprehensively as possible.  As we refer to above we will provide proforma for the Councils to fill in.  We shall use the inception meeting to facilitate the data exchange. The main data requirements are planning monitoring data as referred to above, but also GIS data for Employment area designations and allocations. 
	5.2 Ensuring a commonality in the data across all the Councils will be important, and our proforma usually generates this.  Once appointed we can circulate the data request proformas in advance of the Inception meeting to start that conversation.
	5.3 In terms of comms it would be useful to have one central point of contact that our Project Manager (Andrew Lynch) can liaise with.  That person would then liaise with the Client Group as a whole as necessary.
	5.4 Below we address Question 2.  We have addressed the Framework and Guidance points in our answers to Q1 above, but we address these below in our outline of the firms in our team who would be involved in this study.  In our project team pen portraits and CVs we demonstrate our knowledge and understanding of economic forecasting and the key data used in the forecasts. We also set out the project tam’s experience of this type of work.
	5.5 Stakeholder engagement is as we say in our method, a key activity; understanding the market is absolutely essential in identifying what is needed in what form and where.  All of our employment land studies that involve property market assessment work, include stakeholder consultation.  We have set out in our method how we do this.
	5.6 We have seen many Plans through Examination to adoption, assisting the LPAs by providing Expert Witness support at the EiPs.  These cases are identified in the Experience section above, and of particular note are Tower Hamlets and Richmond in London, Basingstoke & Deane and the Royal Borough of Windsor & Maidenhead where we have, and in the case of the latter, continue to provide support to the Council.
	Stantec will project manage the commission and the consultancy team, and have established protocols of how to do this, maintaining quality assurance and controlling risk.  We cover this below.

	6 Organogram of the company
	7 The firms and the team
	The firms
	7.1 All three firms in this team – Stantec (lead consultancy), NMSS and Aspinall Verdi - are experts in their fields with long track records, and have worked together extensively for several years. 
	7.2 Stantec is a multi-disciplinary consultancy specialising in land development and infrastructure. Our town planning team (formerly PBA/RTP) is a market leader in plan-making and evidence base studies, focusing specifically on housing, the economy and employment land, and strategic planning across local authority boundaries.
	7.3 We recognise the importance of expert knowledge and advice for this project in the key specialist areas of demography and property market, and hence have teamed up with NMSS and Aspinall Verdi. Neil McDonald of NMSS is a nationally renowned demographer, previous director at CLG and advisor to the ONS. He is expert at understanding the demographic and employment consequences of applying the Standard Method, and has worked alongside Stantec for many years. Aspinall Verdi are chartered surveyors specialising in planning for employment land, bridging the gap between surveyors and planners, and have worked with Stantec for many years.
	7.4 Each firm brings specialist expertise and knowledge, and together we have developed some innovative ways of addressing difficult challenges. For example NMSS’s purpose-built model that closely aligns with the ONS’s model allows population scenarios to be generated.  Our use of IDBR data provides much more accurate translation of jobs to use class. The use of productivity data (GVA) as an alternative to jobs to estimate future change in industrial floorspace.  These are all innovations we have developed to improve the robustness of our assessments that underpin policy.
	7.5 Utilising this specialist team also means that when it comes to EiP and S78 inquiries the Council can call on the right expert fully up to speed to support in whichever way is necessary.  The senior team are regularly called upon to provide expert witness advice, and have excellent track records in this respect.
	7.6 With regard to the economy and employment land, we have led the market since the early 2000s. We created the original toolkit of methods and techniques, which has become accepted as industry practice, and which we are still developing and improving. Over the past 20 years we have produced more than 100 employment land reviews and related studies and strategies, strategic evidence and guidance for four English regions, as well as the GLA and its predecessors. For the Welsh Government, we provided supporting evidence to the economy section of Planning Policy Wales and Technical Advice Note 23: Economic Development, and drafted Practice Guidance on Building an Economic Development Base to Support a Local Plan.
	7.7 Bringing together housing and the economy, much of our work has been on labour market alignment, to produce forecasts that integrate population and housing with economic activity, jobs and employment land, as the examples in the section above on Experience in recent commissions shows.
	The team

	7.8 To meet the project requirements and deliver added value, we have assembled an expert team of specialists in planning for employment land and economic development drawn from Stantec UK (lead consultant), specialist demographers NMSS and property market specialists Aspinall Verdi.
	7.9 Here we introduce the members of the team, summarising their skills and expertise and identifying their roles and responsibilities on this project.  Full CVs for all the team members are appended below.
	The consultancy team
	Richard Pestell – Project Director


	7.10 Richard is a Director of Planning at Stantec with more than 20 years’ post-Charter experience planning for the economy, employment and housing. Richard is acknowledged to be at the forefront of experts in employment land evidence, with skills and expertise in developing analytical methods that combine market analysis with economic forecasting.  Richard is a regular in the witness stand at Examinations and S78 Inquiries, and is very experienced in defending the evidence and Local Plan policies so derived. 
	7.11 Richard will be the Project Director and lead contact, a role he has performed many times over the past 10 years in respect of employment land and housing evidence studies. He will be responsible for project oversight and overall direction. Richard will attend all client meetings and the stakeholder workshop.  A critical task Richard will lead on is the interpretation of the study findings to form robust and defensible policy recommendations.
	Cristina Howick – Economic advisory 

	7.12 Cristina is an economist and Director of Planning Policy and Evidence at Stantec (formerly PBA), who has been working as a consultant for almost 40 years, first in economic development and then in planning. Her main expertise is in planning for the economy and employment land and the interaction with housing. She works for both private and public sectors, aiming for planning that is more economy-friendly, smarter and simpler. Cristina manages most of the firm’s housing and employment land evidence studies.
	7.13 Cristina’s role on this study will be economic advisor, providing check and challenge to the team.  Cristina’s involvement is also part of our contingency plan, as should it prove necessary she would be able to step into the Project Director’s role.
	Andrew Lynch – Project Manager and employment land assessment

	7.14 Andrew is a chartered town planner and an Associate at Stantec with over 20 years’ experience both in local government (10 years in the RB Kingston Policy team) and consultancy. 
	7.15 His specialist area is preparing economic and employment land evidence to underpin planning policy and land allocations. He is expert in the interpretation and use of key data sets such as the economic forecasts, LPA starts and completions data, IDBR and VoA bespoke floorspace data, all critical elements of a robust need assessment. He is aware of the key pitfalls in monitoring data – under-representation of losses of employment floorspace and the need to identify a land use where permissions allow flexibility between office and industrial uses (a situation that will have added complexity under Class E). 
	7.16 He has worked on nearly all the recent employment land projects undertaken by the firm (as detailed in the Experience section), and is currently providing support on employment land to RB Windsor and Maidenhead Council ahead of the resumed Examination, advice on logistics and distribution to the Black Country Authorities and has just finalised an ELR for West Berks. His work in West Berks identified one of the key issues in the economic forecast data – what may look lie strong growth in certain sectors may relate largely to one business that does not generate a future need for land.  The presence of the AWE estate and also the Vodafone campus in the District meant jobs growth in the relevant sectors would be absorbed on the existing estates.
	7.17 Andrew’s role on this study will be both Project Manager, a role he regularly undertakes and also leading on the demand assessment work.  He will be responsible for day to day programme management, co-ordination across the specialist teams and client liaison. He, with Robert Nairn will undertake the bulk of the employment land demand work utilising all the data sets referred to above.
	Robert Nairn – economic analysis, supply and stakeholder engagement

	7.18 Robert is a Senior Planner at Stantec with seven years’ experience in town planning through a number of strategic planning roles and projects in the United Kingdom and New Zealand. He was recently elected a Chartered Member of Royal Town Planning Institute. 
	7.19 Robert’s main responsibilities are the undertaking of desktop research, economic analysis, and assessing deliverability, particularly with regards to infrastructure, funding, and engagement with service providers. His recent projects have included assistance with two housing-led planning inquiry projects in Kent, Garden Communities deliverability assessment work in Maidstone Borough, a number of Development Infrastructure Funding Studies throughout London, Infrastructure Development Plans in Cambridgeshire, and smaller site promotional reports. Robert frequently compiles databases for the purpose of analytical planning work, and drafts reports for publication. 
	7.20 Robert will work directly with Richard and Andrew on the employment land calculations and the site assessment (supply) and stakeholder workstreams, using his critical research and analytical skills in the earlier stages of the project. He will also contribute to drafting sections of the report where relevant. 
	Neil McDonald  – Demography

	7.21 Neil is an independent adviser and commentator on housing demographics who works with local authorities and others on the estimation of housing need and related issues. 
	7.22 Neil is one of a very small group of acknowledged experts on the application of demographics to estimate housing need.  He has developed the NMSS model which is highly flexible tool capable of producing population and household forecasts on a wide range of assumptions. NMSS model forecasts have been accepted by Inspectors at both Local Plan examinations and S78 appeal hearings. He has provided the demographic analysis for recent studies such as our Western Berkshire and Basingstoke and Deane work referred to below. He has on many occasions successfully argued in front of inspectors for his interpretation of the data against senior figures from the major national consultancies.  
	7.23 Neil’s role will be to estimate the population resultant from the new Standard Method approach for calculating Local Housing Need. This will then be fed into the Experian economic forecasting model to derive a job forecast that is aligned with the Standard Method housing number.
	Stuart Cook – commercial property market analysis

	7.24 Stuart is a Director at Aspinall Verdi, and a chartered surveyor (MRICS) with a degree in Urban Land Economics from the Sheffield Hallam University. Before joining AspinallVerdi he was an Associate in the PBA Planning Team for four years, working closely with Cristina and her team. 
	7.25 Stuart is very experienced in planning for employment land, and as stated above he has considerable recent and current experience working on employment land studies, many of which undertaken with Stantec, including evidence base studies in Tower Hamlets, Newham, Winchester, Bridgend, Daventry, Corby, Northampton, Lewisham, Windsor and Maidenhead, Swale, Northampton, and Taunton Deane among others; strategy development for the Tees Valley Combined Authority; and feasibility, delivery studies in Luton, Coalville, Kettering South and Aylesbury Woodland. 
	7.26 Stuart will lead the general commercial property market analysis and stakeholder work. As a chartered surveyor Stuart is able to ‘speak the property market language’ in a way not open to most planning professionals, and develop a deeper understanding of market conditions and sentiment.  He is skilled at gaining this understanding through one to one discussion and then testing this on groups of property market professionals at workshop sessions that seek to test and validate findings.  This approach has been employed on just about all joint work with Stantec and has proven to be a most productive sense test of data and findings. It is also useful evidence of the duty to engage with the market.
	James Bullough – commercial property market analysis

	7.27 Stuart will be supported in his role by James Bullough, a Senior Consultant at Aspinall Verdi. James is a chartered surveyor, who also holds a Master’s degree in Planning & Real Estate and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). He has worked with Stantec on many of the assignments mentioned earlier, and specialises on agent consultation work. His other experience includes site-specific and plan-wide viability and supporting senior members of the practice in S78 inquiries. He specialises in preparing property market appraisals for plan-making.

	8 Project management
	Project Management and Communication
	8.1 We understand that clear communication builds strong relationships, so throughout this commission we will listen closely to and strive to meet the needs of the Client Group, building a rapport based on trust and confidence in our advice. From previous experience we recognise that, to add maximum value, the appointed consultant should act as an approachable sounding-board and provide constructive advice. 
	8.2 Effective project co-ordination will be achieved through regular telephone contact between our proposed Project Director (Richard Pestell), Project Manager (Andrew Lynch) and the Client Group.
	8.3 Client liaison will take the form of regular email progress reports, calls and briefing notes where needed. Internally the PM will also hold regular project team meetings and undertake consistency reviews of all deliverables prior to them being issued to the client.  
	8.4 Client meetings and the stakeholder event will be attended by the Project Director and Project Manager, plus technical specialists as required.  
	8.5 To ensure projects are delivered on time, within budget and to the required quality, Stantec UK follows an APM methodology for project management, supported by our formal ISO 9001/14001 certified Quality and Environmental Management System procedures. Our well-established and accessible Quality Management System (QMS) covers the full project lifecycle from proposal stage through to planning, delivery and project completion. To ensure quality control, our Project Director and Project Manager will undertake regular reviews to ensure the work remains within scope, schedule and cost, and is delivered to the satisfaction of the client. These reviews will ensure that our senior management team is actively engaged in the delivery of all work packages and thereby able to support the continual improvement of our services.
	Quality Assurance

	8.6 The Project Director and Project Manager will work to ensure that we provide our services in a spirit of mutual trust and co-operation, and that all deliverables consistently meet the desired quality standards. 
	8.7 Andrew will prepare our internal Project Management Plan (PMP), covering our quality, health, safety and environmental management processes. The PMP contains all the key information relating to a project, and details of the activities required to meet and exceed Stantec and the client’s mutual quality expectations. The PMP includes KPIs including fees/profit, resource provision, competence and communication, programme, risk assessment, mitigation, communication and environmental legislation compliance against which we measure our performance. It also contains SMART KPIs which are used to measure our performance and feed into our progress reports to the client team.
	8.8 Effective change control will be adopted to ensure that change is captured and appropriately defined, evaluated and agreed prior to implementation. We will establish a change management protocol at the inception meeting and thereafter the Project Manager will ensure any requirement for change is considered at the earliest opportunity to determine impacts on costs, programme and resource requirements. We understand that clear communication builds strong relationships, so we listen closely to the needs of our clients, building a rapport based on trust and confidence. Continually sharing information and ideas with the wider project team and stakeholders is fundamental to achieving ‘best for project’ outcomes.
	8.9 The key risks are the potential for business disruption and loss of key personnel.  Other risks are changing national planning policy and delays with obtaining data from the Client Group, which we have addressed in earlier parts of this proposal. 
	8.10 In terms of contingency arrangements for business disruption and loss of key personnel, as we are in a pandemic businesses need to have contingency arrangements to avoid potentially catastrophic disruption.  From an IT perspective we at Stantec are able to operate effectively remote from one another, and essentially normal business has been maintained.  However, in work such as this study the need for contingency is much more critical in team resourcing, with the question what would happen if one of the team with key skills was suddenly and unexpectedly unavailable.  This is why we have named Cristina Howick in an advisory capacity, but were the need to arise she could step into the Project Director role, and thus we have built-in resilience and contingency at the top level of the project team. Cristina has over 40 years of economic/employment planning experience and has worked with Richard for over 20 years, and the two are ‘interchangeable’.  
	8.11 Elsewhere within the team the roles of Andrew and Robert are also interchangeable, with Robert able to step up to the Project Manager role if necessary under the guidance of the Project Director.  Neil’s demography tasks are very specialist, and he, like just about everyone in this field, is a sole trader.  This work can be undertaken immediately and is not contingent on other tasks being undertaken first.  However, to guard against unforeseen circumstances, our contingency in Neil’s case would be to revert to the other demographer that we use on a regular basis, John Hollis. Stuart Cook the property market specialist, could if necessary draw in one of his Director level colleagues to take up the property market role.
	8.12 More generally Stantec have procedures in place to establish resilience against business disruption. Accordingly, as a business we have prepared a Business Continuity strategy devised to comply with ISO 22301 – Societal Security Preparedness and Continuity Management Systems. This allows us to devise plans, including as in this case the need to have contingency plans in place for the potential need to replace key personnel, so as to be able to minimise disruption and provide maximum continuity. 
	8.13 Staff access the Plan on our intranet along with procedures that allow continued working and work in teams sharing information using common file structures across all offices. This is so that knowledge of projects is not held solely by single individuals, and alternative staff from other offices can easily retrieve information if required.
	8.14 We have regular resource call meetings across all our regional offices to identify priorities and skill requirements for all our projects, so that projects and client expectations can be met and we make best of our people’s talents and capacity. These resource calls allow us to utilise our full nationwide team of planners and economists to address any short-term project issues ensuring that deadlines are met, and the correct expertise is available. This approach provides more than just reactive support but optimises productivity and fosters innovative.

	The Credit Safe Evaluation
	A credit safe report will be undertaken by the Procurement Unit.
	A credit safe report which has a minimum risk score of 30 will pass.
	Anything less than 30 will fail and be disqualified from further stages of the process, and turnover must equate to no less than twice the annual equivalent contract value.
	9 Tender prices will be scored on a comparative basis; with the lowest compliant Tender (excluding any Tenders that the Authority rejects as being abnormally low or non-compliant),  receiving 100% of the available marks. All other Tenders will be comp...
	(A / B) x 100
	A = price of lowest compliant Tender
	B = price of the Tender being scored
	If it appears to the Authority that any Tender may be abnormally low then the Authority may ask the Bidder to explain its price or costs.  If, following the Bidder's explanations, the Authority is not satisfied with the Bidder's account for the low le...
	During the first year of the contract prices shall be fixed as per the tender submission and thereafter any reasonable increases in prices require prompt notice to the Council with a reason and details, and are subject to the Councils prior written ap...

	Criteria – Scored Questions:  Quality Evaluation
	The quality evaluation will be scored in accordance with the table below:





